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Abstract—We have experimentally and theoretically analyzed
the modal properties of semiconductor ring lasers and the
wavelength jumps that occur in connection with directional
switching above threshold.

Index Terms—Semiconductor lasers, ring lasers, modal prop-
erties, coupled cavities, laser dynamics

I. INTRODUCTION

Semiconductor Ring Lasers (SRLs) are technologically ap-
pealing devices for the fabrication of micro-cavity lasers and
densely integrated photonics circuits. The bistability of the
clockwise (CW) and counterclockwise (CCW) states opens up
a new scenario in the development of all-optical memories and
signal processing [1], [2] owing to the fast directional switch-
ing among these states.Besides their switching characteristics,
SRLs show several unexpected dynamical behaviors —such as
hysteresis in the lasing direction [3], [4]— and lasing mode
selection rules that are quite different from those of Fabry-
Perot lasers [5]. The understanding of these phenomena and
their influence over bistability is necessary for the development
of practical devices based on SRLs.

In order to investigate the large mode-hop exhibited by
SRLs for increasing currents, we precisely measured the pas-
sive transfer function of the devices in the frequency domain,
together with its emission wavelength when biased above
threshold. The transfer function can be theoretically explained
by considering the perturbation induced by the couplers and
the output waveguides, which induces a symmetry breaking in
the resonant cavity and a modulation of the cavity losses. For
the geometry considered, the cavity losses have a wavelength
periodicity that corresponds to three ring cavity modes, which
explains the measured hops in wavelength as the bias current
of the laser is increased.

II. DEVICE CHARACTERIZATION

Our SRL was fabricated at U. Glasgow as described in [6],
with ring-cavity radius of 300 µm. Light from the SRL is
extracted through two couplers with a theoretical coupling
ratio of 12 % into two output waveguides tilted 10o to
the cleaved facets to minimize backreflections. The lower
waveguide arms —ports #3 (left) and # 4 (right)— are reversed

Fig. 1. Experimental resonances.
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Fig. 2. Measured detuning between doublets.

biased and used as integrated photodetectors, while the left
facet of the upper waveguide (port #1) is used to inject an
external optical field if required.

In order to analyze the cavity resonances of the SRL, we
inject through port #1 a monochromatic field from a tunable
laser and we measure the photo-current generated in ports #3
and #4 vs the wavelength of the injected field (see Fig. 1).

For a current slightly below the SRL threshold (approx. 32.5
mA), the power variation at port # 3 shows a series of upward
doublets with a major spacing of 0.4 nm and a doublet splitting
of about 4 GHz. The power variation at port # 4 displays the
same structure in the downward direction, i. e., as dips on
the noise level. The depth of the dips is strongly dependent
on the current applied to the SRL, and the dips disappear
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for currents below 30 mA. The doublet splitting varies with
wavelength (see Fig. 2) and it is modulated at roughly one third
of the mode spacing. Fig. 3 shows the LI curve of the SRL
measured at ports # 3 and # 4 (with no injected field). Close
to threshold ( approx. 29.0 mA) the SRL emits bidirectionally,
but it rapidly changes to (almost) unidirectional emission. In
this regime, further increases of the current lead to directional
reversal which is accompanied by abrupt wavelength jumps
by three mode spacings. In between these jumps, the emission
wavelength remains constant except for the small thermal drift
due to Joule heating. At high currents, bidirectional although
very unstable emission is recovered.
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Fig. 3. Experimental L-I curve showing the wavelength jumps.

III. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

In order to explain the injection experiments below thresh-
old, we compute the transfer matrix of the complete SRL
structure [7] assuming that the two couplers are identical,
lossless and with a residual reflectivity due to their point-like
character. Small reflectivity from output facets #1 and # 2 is
included, but not from #3 or #4 since the corresponding output
waveguides are reverse biased. The theoretical results for the
power at port # 3 are in good agreement with the results shown
in Fig. 1, the section lengths have been taken from the device
layout and facet reflectivities have been adjusted to match the
experiments. In order to resolve the doublets and have a good
agreement with the experiment, a small amount of gain in the
SRL has to be included. The transfer matrix analysis does not
reproduce the observations at port # 4 because they correspond
to the suppression of amplified spontaneous emission in the
SRL cavity, which is not included in the model.

On the other hand, the roundtrip condition for the SRL
modes in a resonator with equal arms of length L/2 can be
formulated as

e2iqL
− aeiqL + b = 0 , (1)

where q is the propagation constant. In (1), b = (rur′u −

tut′u)−1(rdr′d− tdt
′

d)
−1, a = (rurd +r′ur′d + t′utd + tut′d)b and

tu(l) and ru(l) denote the wavelength-dependent transmittivity
and reflectivity of the upper (lower) coupler for CW waves,
while primed symbols denote the same magnitudes for CCW
waves.

Thus, the SRL modes are given by

q±mL = 2πm−i ln
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]

≡ 2πm−i ln Q± . (2)

The two branches of solutions correspond to the experimen-
tally observed doublets, and their splitting normalized to the
free-spectral range of the SRL is thus given by

∆ =
c
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)]}

, (3)

α standing for the linewidth enhancement factor in the SRL.
The results for the detuning are shown in Fig. 4, and are in
good agreement with the observations (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 4. Theoretical detuning between doublets.
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